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Liu Bannong and the Forms of New Poetry

Michel Hockx
Liu Bannong (originally 劉半儂； Liu Fu; 1891-1934) is one
of a number of Chinese writers of the May Fourth generation
who started their literary careers before the Literary Revolution
of 1917, by contributing to fiction (xiaoshuo) journals in
Shanghai. Liu spent five years on the Shanghai scene and
published numerous translations and original works in popular
journals such as Zhonghua xiaoshuo jie (English title: Chung
Hwa Novel Magazine), Xiaoshuo yuebao {The Short Story
Monthly), Xiaoshuo hai (The Short Story Magazine), Xiaoshuo
daguan (The Grand Magazine), Xiaoshuo huabao (Illustrated
Novel Magazine) and Libai liu (The Saturday). He also published
a number of (translated) books and co-translated the complete
collection of Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes stories.1 In 1916,
Liu responded to Chen Duxiu's invitation to publish in the journal
Xin qingnian (New Youth). A year later, in October 1917, Liu
joined Chen at Peking University and embarked upon an
academic career, gradually severing his ties with the Shanghai
scene. Apart from a period of study in London and Paris (19201925), he taught at colleges in Beijing for the rest of his short
life, establishing a solid reputation in the field of phonology.
Throughout his life, he remained active as a poet, essayist and
translator, publishing two volumes of poetry {Wafu j i [The
earthen pot] and Yangbian j i [Flourishing the whip], both from
1926, the latter containing his collected work from the period
1917-1925) and, shortly before his death, a two-volume
collection of his essayistic writings (Bannong zawen [Mixed
writings2 by Bannong; 1934]). A planned third volume, containing
his translations, never materialised.
1 Unless otherwise indicated, all biographical information is
based on Bao Jing (1985: 3-10).
2 This unusual translation of zawen, normally rendered as
^critical essay,Mconforms to the author's own explanation of the term in
his introduction (Liu Bannong 1983.1: 6).
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By his own adm ission, Liu's transform ation from a
Shanghai journalist-litterateur into a Beijing literary intellectual,3
which took place in the period 1916-1918, was not an easy one.
In a 1917 letter to his close friend and fellow literary reformer
Qian Xuantong, he described the process as one of l,self*
cleansing" (xishua ziji) and suggested that his regular
contributions to New Youth constituted the best examples of the
gradualchangesthatw eretakingplaceinhim (B aoJing 1985:
136). As I shall demonstrate in this article, Liu Bannong's self
cleansing mainly took place through studying, writing and
translating poetry. In this process, Liu dealt extensively with
questions of genre and of poetic form, and experimented with
rhymeless verse and prose poetry. A closer look at those
experiments can shed light on some of the practical difficulties
involved in joining the Literary Revolution and carrying out what
Hu Shi called “the great liberation of poetic form” （
s/?/f/ afa
jiefang). It is by studying Liu Bannong's poetry translations that
these difficulties can be made most clearly visible, as they show
us how lingering assumptions about the distinction between
poetry and prose precluded any smooth transition from the
traditional to the modern. Special attention will be paid to Liu's
translations of prose poems by Ivan Turgenev, four of which he
produced in Shanghai in 1915 and two in Beijing in 1918. Apart
from his poetry translations, I shall also take a brief look at Liu's
original poetry. Although Liu is usually considered a minor poet
in terms of the critical standards that were established in later
decades, it is exactly through studying such so-called minor
authors that we can increase our awareness of the arbitrariness
of those critical standards, and of the various alternative forms of
understanding and appreciating poetry that were available to
Chinese intellectuals at the beginning of the twentieth century.
3
The term “journalist-litterateur” is used in Lee (1973) to refer to
the members of the community of professional writers in Shanghai
during the late Qing and early Repulic, who laid the foundation for the
modern literary scene (wentan). The term literary intellectuar, is used
in McDougall and Louie (1997) to describe the members of twentiethcentury China's literary establishment, who maintain close ties with
education and/or government and who promote the idea of literature as
a socially relevant, non-commercial, intellectual activity.
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Proceeding in a chronological fashion, I shall start by taking a
brief look at the Shanghai literary scene of the 1910s, where Liu
Bannong started his career as a writer.
Literature in Shanghai in the 1910s
It is well-known that the development of new printing
techniques in the treaty-port city of Shanghai during the second
half of the nineteenth century, coupled with the changing career
interests of literati in the wake of the decline and ultimate
abolishment of the system of civil service examinations,
instigated an unprecedented publishing “ boom” and a
concomitant growth of the market for literary products of all
kinds. It is equally well-known (and very obvious even from just
looking at the titles of literary journals of the period) that writers
and readers of the late Qing and early Republican periods
shared an overwhelming interest in the fiction (xiaoshuo) genre.
Reformers such as Liang Qichao were very attached to fiction
for its supposed educational powers. Cloaking social messages
in the form of fiction would, according to their way of thinking,
guarantee the spread of these messages to a large non-literati
audience and as such play a crucial role in social reform and
national revitalisation. Many scholars have pointed out that
reality was not as simple and that， by the 1910s， “reform fiction”
was on the way down and “entertainment fiction” dominated the
Shanghai scene. This situation is succinctly described by Lee
and Nathan, as follows:
[ . . . ] the populist ideologies taken up by waves of elite
intellectuals hoping to shape the mentality of the people have
not entirely achieved their objectives. There remains a gap
between populist ideologies and popular practices: in other
words, populism remains at a considerable remove from
popularity. The pressures of modernization in many ways
invigorated rather than crushed popular culture. One way to deal
with the anxieties of change [. . .] was to create for both writer
and reader a fictional buffer zone between them and outside
reality, and even an escapist haven when that reality became
unbearable. The modern mass media gave the fiction-reading
and movie-going public greater access than ever to this kind of
solace. (Lee and Nathan 1985: 392)
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Without discrediting the achievements of original fiction
writers on the Shanghai scene，4 it is probably safe to say that
many of the contributions to fiction journals of this period were
translations from or reworkings of a variety of sources in
Western languages and in Japanese. The translations, written in
classical parallel prose, in the hybrid style known as baozhang
went} [newspaper style], or in plain vernacular (baihua)t were
usually very free and eclectic and did not always acknowledge
their original sources. Apart from serving the purposes of
providing “solace” and entertainment, translations would provide
readers with knowledge of the world outside China, often
selected for its exotic value, and with points of comparison
between China and other countries.5 The presentation of
translated works of non-fiction as xiaoshuo was a regularly
occurring phenomenon. This was due partly to the fact that
journals initially only paid contributors of fiction, while the
contribution of works in other genres remained not or hardly
remunerated (cf. Chen and Yuan 1993: 70), and partly to the
very broad way in which the term xiaoshuo was understood.6
This explains why Liu Bannong presented his first batch of
translations of Turgenev's prose poetry, published in Chung Hwa
Novel Magazine in July 1915, as fiction. In his introduction to the
translations, he writes:
The Russian literary writer (wenxuejia) Ivan Turgenev is as
famous as Tolstoy. Tolstoy's writings are mostly light and plain.
4 For an appreciative study of these achievements, which
however excludes the 1910s, see Wang (1997).
5 For a detailed discussion of translation methods and their
underlying motives, see Wong (1999). See also Gimpel (1999), where
it is pointed out that the selection of texts for translation in journals of
this period was not merely determined by their entertainment value but
also by their relevance vis-a-vis domestic political issues.
6According to Wang and Gu (1996: 641-42), prominent xiaoshuo
theorists of this period, such as Guan Daru and Lu Simian (Chengzhi),
understood xiaoshuo to include any texts that contained characters
and a plot, whether they were narrative or dramatic, prosaic or poetic.
The question of the definition of xiaoshuo is a very important one and
is in need of much more research. It is, however, too intricate to pursue
any further in the present context.
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His works are easy to read, therefore many people know him.
Turgenev's work is exceptionally classical and compact \yi gujian
sheng] and his language is less clear than Tolstoy^s, therefore
few people know him. If one compares the two, it is impossible
to determine which of them is superior. Turgenev has published
a total of fifteen volumes, containing both fiction and belleslettres,7 but among his fiction there are very few short works. I
have chosen four pieces from his complete works, entitled “The
brother begging for food，” “Why did the earth swallow my wife?,”
“Beware of the fool” and “The widow and the cabbage soup.”8
They are all late works. (Turgenev was born in 1818 and died in
1883. These four pieces were written between February and
May 1878, when he was sixty years old.) Their style and
language are painful and plaintive, and extremely moving. This
is the best fiction I have ever read, so how could I not translate it
and present it to the fiction writers of my country? (Liu Bannong
1915a: [1])

以古健勝

It is understandable why Liu chose the four poems mentioned
for this publication, as they all share certain fictional qualities
that are not present in all of Turgenev’s prose poems. They all
feature more than one character, they have a simple plot with
developing tension and a closed ending, and they contain
relatively little imagery or emotional involvement on the part of
the narrator. Since Liu made no attempt to imbue his translations
with poetic qualities, it seems certain that he was not aware of or
not interested in their original genre designation, despite the fact
that the texts are clearly identified as prose poems in the English
translations by Constance Garnett (Turgenev 1897), which Liu
used as his source.9 The translations are certainly not flawless,
7 A tentative translation of the term shiwen, which includes both
poetry and (non-fictional) prose writing and was commonly used as the
opposite of xiaoshuo in this period.
8 The original titles of these poems in Turgenev (1897) are,
respectively,叮he Beggar,” “Masha，” “The Fool” and “Cabbage Soup.”
9 It should be noted, however, that the series of Garnett
translations, of which this is volume ten, carries the title The Novels of
Ivan Turgenev, which might account for some of the confusion.
Although Liu does not mention the Garnett translation in his 1915
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but major misreadings, seemingly resulting from differing cultural
assumptions, appear in only one of the four translations. The
poem in question is l,Cabbage Soup," which I present here first
in the Garnett translation and then in an English re-translation of
Liu's Chinese version.10
CABBAGE SOUP
A peasant woman, a widow, had an only son, a young man of
twenty, the best workman in the village, and he died.
The lady who was the owner of the village, hearing of the
woman's trouble, went to visit her on the very day of the burial.
She found her at home.
Standing in the middle of her hut, before the table, she was,
without haste, with a regular movement of the right arm (the left
hung listless at her side), scooping up weak cabbage soup from
the bottom of a blackened pot, and swallowing it spoonful by
spoonful.
The woman’s face was sunken and dark; her eyes were red
and swollen . . . but she held herself as rigid and upright as in
church.
“Heavens!” thought the lady, “She can eat at such a moment
. . . what coarse feelings they have really, all of them!”
And at that point the lady recollected that when, a few years
before, she had lost her little daughter, nine months old, she had
refused, in her grief, a lovely country villa near Petersburg, and
had spent the whole summer in town! Meanwhile the woman
went on swallowing the cabbage soup.

publication, one can be fairly certain that he used it. Firstly, he does
mention it as his source for the 1918 batch of translations. A second
indication is his claim that Turgenev's work comprises fifteen volumes,
which is exactly the number of volumes of the Garnett translation. That
Liu knew English and normally translated from English sources is
beyond doubt.
10
I am aware of the methodological problems that arise from re
translating translations, but I can think of no other way to make my
point. I understand that certain linguistic or aesthetic qualities of Liu's
wenyan are lost in the re-translation process, but these are presently
not at issue.
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The lady could not contain herself， at last. “Tatiana!” she said
. . “Really! I’m surprised! Is it possible you didn’t care for your
son? How is it you've not lost your appetite? How can you eat
that soup?”
“My Vasia’s dead，” said the woman quietly, and tears of
anguish ran once more down her hollow cheeks. “It’s the end of
me too, of course; it's tearing the heart out of me alive. But the
soup's not to be wasted; there's salt in it."
The lady only shrugged her shoulders and went away. Salt
did not cost her much. (Turgenev 1897: 257-59)

Liu Bannong’s version reads as follows (comments in brackets
appear in original, emphasis added)：
THE WIDOW AND THE CABBAGE SOUP
A poor old widow in a peasant village had suffered the sad loss
of her son, whereupon she spent her days swallowing her tears.
Her son had been twenty years old and he had no brothers. He
had worked the fields to serve his mother and was known
throughout the village as a filial son. When he was to be buried,
the female village owner (village owner: the lord of the village, i.e. the
landlord of the peasants, the person who owns the whole village) heard
about it and pitied her, so when she was done dining and
powdering, she went to condole the mother. When she arrived at
the door, she saw that helpless widow, standing in the middle of
her small room, next to the table, with bent head. Her left arm
hung down, motionless. Her right arm moved regularly up and
down, in a steady rhythm. She held a spoon in her hand, which
reached into a black pot. On the bottom of the pot was weak
cabbage soup. The widow stirred it with the spoon, brought it to
her mouth, swallowed it, spoonful by spoonful, as if it were a
delicacy. Her face was dark and sunken, her eyes red and
swollen. However, her posture was grave and stern, as if she
was in church. The village owner saw it and was very surprised.
She thought: cabbage soup is coarse and unappetizing, no
knowledgeable person could stand it. She bears such great
grief, why would she eat that? (This is exactly the same as saying：
,lWhy don't they eat mashed meat?H) Thereupon she recollected that
when, a few years ago, she had lost her nine months old
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daughter, she had been overwhelmed by sorrow and loneliness.
She could not bear staying in her country villa near Petersburg
and had moved to the city, where she could be in touch with a
bustling atmosphere every day and finally, after a few months,
she had felt somewhat relieved. Now this woman was staying in
this dull room, the sight of which could hardly compare with her
villa, how could she cope with it? Thinking of this, she raised her
head and saw that the widow was still swallowing cabbage soup.
She could not understand it, so she questioned her: (lOld lady,
looking at you surprises me. Is jt possible that you are not sad
about the loss of your son? Those who grieve must lose their
appetite. How can you eat that soup? Your son was famous for
being filial, is this how you reward him?” The widow felt
admonished and could not defend herself. After a long silence,
streams of old tears gushed forth from her suffering eyes and
ran down her hollow cheeks. After a while she said plaintively:
Tlease do not criticize me. My son Vasia is dead, my heart has
been cast away from my body. My final days, have come, what
have I to live for? I haven't been able to drink a drop of water for
three days. Today I felt a bit hungry and swallowed some
cabbage soup, I know I shouldn't have bothered. But it's not true
that I haven't lost my appetite. In the past, we could not afford
salt and we ate tasteless cabbage soup. I am only able to eat it
today because I flavored it with salt to make it taste good.,>The
lady, upon hearing this, shrugged her shoulders and went away.
She said to herself: “Salt doesn’t cost that much.” Alas! This is
how the lady condoled the widow. (Liu 1915a: [5-6])

Apart from the many small changes and additions, which are
most likely due to a mixture of the need to explain and the urge
to increase the number of words (Liu was mainly living off his
writing and journal contributions were paid by the word), the
section emphasised above shows that Liu was interpreting the
text against a very different cultural background. As an urbanite
writing for an urban readership, he was unable or unwilling to
imagine that spending a summer in the big city could be
perceived as a negative thing. As a result, he radically changed
the content of the original passage.
Liu's complete overhaul of the ending of the poem also
appears to be an act of interpretation, in this case for a very
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The original Chinese text of 'The widow and the Cabbage Soup" as published
in Zhonghua xiaoshuo jie (reduced).

在 《中華小說界》刊登之〈嫠婦與菜汁〉原樣（縮）。

specific reason. Liu's comment in brackets shows that he
associated the village owner’s hypocrisy with a story about
Emperor Hui of the Western Jin dynasty (reigned 290-306), who
is said to have responded to reports of famine among his people
by asking: ^Why don't they eat mashed meat?" (hu bu shi
roumi )11 Liu lets the village owner suggest to the widow that she
eat something more delicate, not that she shouldn’t eat anything
at all. The village owner’s exclamation “What coarse feelings
they have . . . ” consequently becomes， in Liu’s version, a
comment on the “coarseness” of the soup. As a result， the old
See the entry for roumi [mashed meat] in the Cihai dictionary.

惠 晉
胡不食肉糜
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widow ends up defending herself not by saying that the soup
should not be wasted, but by arguing that her stomach can only
cope with the soup because there is salt in it.
The language of L iu ^ first Turgenev translations is a
simple wenyan. In line with the contemporary preference for yiyi
^semantic translation," as opposed to zhiyi literal translation"),
Liu seems to have looked for familiar expressions, turns of
phrases and idioms that roughly corresponded with the meaning
of the English without offending established Chinese cultural and
linguistic conventions. Whether or not the changes in meaning
applied to his translation of the poem “Cabbage Soup” were
intentional, is a question that cannot be answered, for lack of
sources on the actual translation process. After he started
w riting for New Youth, however, Liu commented more
elaborately on his translation practice, allowing for a more
detailed discussion of the various formal issues he was dealing
with.
Early Contributions to New Youth: The wLingxia guan
b\)Y,
It is not entirely clear why, of all the journalist-litterateurs in
Shanghai, Liu Bannong would be asked by Chen Duxiu to
contribute to New Youth and what made him decide to become
so prominently involved in the journal. Evidence suggests a
number of possibilities. First of all, Chen and Liu might have had
a mutual acquaintance in Zhou Zuoren. Although Liu did not
actually meet Zhou until after his move to Beijing, it is possible
that they corresponded before that. Zhou and Liu were both
regular contributors to Chung Hwa Novel Magazine. Liu, who
was working for the Chung Hwa Publishing House (Zhonghua
shuju) at the time, may also have been involved in the editing of
the journal. Moreover, Liu published translations of Greek mimes
(niqu) in Chung Hwa Novel Magazine, in response to a similar
publication by Zhou.12
12 See Zhou Zuoren (1914) and Liu Bannong (1915b). I am
profoundly grateful to Dr. Susan Daruvala (Cambridge) for identifying
the correct translation of the term niqu, as well as for pointing out that,
according to the commemoration Zhou wrote after Liu's death, the two
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Secondly, Liu must have had some academic credentials
in the field of language and linguistics before moving to Beijing,
as his initial appointment at Beida in 1917 was as a professor of
Chinese language (guowen) and grammar {wenfa). Finally, one
should probably not exaggerate the distinction between the early
New Youth, published in Shanghai, and the various other literary
and non-literary journals published on the Shanghai scene. In
other words， Chen Duxiu was himself originally a “journalistlitterateur" and may well have had frequent contact with Liu
Bannong. The similarity between the early New Youth and the
fiction journals is further demonstrated by the fact that Liu’s
contributions to New Youth in 1916 and 1917 were to some
extent similar to what he was writing for other Shanghai journals.
His choice of texts to translate remained unsystematic, based on
private interest, on the availability of English texts, and on their
entertainment value. However, while his writings for Chung Hwa
Novel Magazine used a large variety of language registers,
including a very natural baihua, his early contributions to New
Youth are almost exclusively in classical Chinese, except, for
obvious reasons, for the translation of dialogues in drama texts.
Another difference is manifested in the presentation of his
translations, especially his poetry translations. When he
published in New Youth, these frequently came accompanied by
the original text, indicating that he was addressing a readership
expected to know English, or that he was aware of a possible
pedagogical value of his translation work. Since publishing
foreign originals alongside Chinese translations was a hallmark
of the New Youth style right from the beginning, the possibility of
publishing his translations in this way may have been another
reason why Liu was happy to get involved with the journal. His
critical writings in these years were also frequently interspersed
with English terms and concepts, showing that Liu was going
through a period of intensive reading and study of foreign
literature and literary theory.
never met before they arrived in Beijing. In the same text, Zhou claims
that he had not heard of Liu before he read one of his contributions to
New Youth. However, in view of the fact that Zhou published in Chung
Hwa Novel Magazine, that Liu's work was all over the pages of that
journal and that both translated Greek mimes, this particular statement
appears doubtful- Zhou’s piece is reprinted in Bao Jing (1985: 353-57).
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Liu's most regular contribution to New Youth before his
move to Beijing was a column entitled “Lingxia guan biji” [Notes
from the hall of spiritual glow]. Each column consisted of one or
more translations of texts from English books or periodicals. In
his introduction to one of the earliest texts from this series, a full
translation of the French national anthem, the Marseillaise, Liu
explained his translation technique, which he claimed to be
unique in China. After briefly discussing existing English
translations of the anthem, he continued as follows (words in
italics appear in English in the original):
As for Chinese translations, I have seen two different ones. The
first was written to fit the music and seemed quite forced. The
second was in the form of a four-word old poem and suffered
from some awkwardness. Moreover, neither of them were full
translations. They cannot fulfil readers' hopes. Since in our
country there are much fewer people studying French than
English, I have followed the method of paraphrase. I have
literally translated [zhiyi\ the French into plain English prose and
printed that underneath [the original text]. Then, disregarding
any crudeness, I translated it into Chinese and added that.
However, since the Chinese and the French languages are quite
far apart and I was restricted by sound and rhyme (yinyun),
even though I strove to maintain the original meaning, I could not
adhere completely to the sentences of the paraphrase. This is
not only true for Chinese. For instance, the languages of Britain
and France share the same origin. Three or four out of ten words
are similar. But when it comes to translating poetry, one is often
restricted by syllables, rhyme, poetic forms and hiatus, so that
one cannot stick completely to the original. Therefore the
method of paraphrase is promising. Unfortunately this method
has not yet been established in translation circles in our country.
(Liu Bannong 1917a: [8])

The problems of poetry translation mentioned by Liu in the
passage above are universally known. What is relevant here is
that Liu refused to accept his prose translation or “paraphrase”
as the ultimate target of his efforts. He translated a bound-form
original into prose, only to translate it back again into a (more or
less) bound form. In some cases this proved to be possible
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without too many problems: “Contre nous de la tyrannie /
I’etendard sanglant est leve” was paraphrased as “Against us by
the tyrany [sic], the bloody standard is raised” and,
consequently, translated into a nice five-word couplet, baozheng
yu wo di I xue qi yi gaoyang. In other cases, the transition went
less smoothly: “Le jour de gloire est arrive” [the day of glory is
arrived] became a four-word couplet laden with classical
references: y/nr/
/厂
/ycve
[what day is today / sun
and moon are bright again (the latter being a stock image for
“triumph”)].
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Liu's translation of s,Hymn to the Flowers,s as published in Xin qingnin (reduced).

劉譯〈詠花詩〉在 《
新青年》刊登之原樣（縮）。
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A more extreme example of the same method can be
found in a long article on Slower poems'1(yong hua shi), said to
be based on excerpts from an English book called Among
Flowers and Trees with the Poets. Alongside his translation of
Horace Smith’s (1779-1849) “Hymn to the Flowers，” which he
considered difficult because of its religious imagery, Liu provided
not only the English original, but also an English prose
paraphrase. The Chinese translation, again claimed to be a
“literal translation,” ended up predominantly in four-character
lines, with added characters and phrases in brackets. The first
stanza’s original， paraphrase and translation read as follows:
original
Day stars! that ope your eyes with morn to twinkle
From rainbow galaxies of earth’s creation，
And dew-drops on her lonely altars sprinkle
As a libation!
paraphrase
(O flowers that may be called) “Day stars”
！that open your eyes
with the morning to twinkle from the rainbow-colored milkyway of
the earth (made by various flowering plants), and that sprinkle
dew-drops on the earth's lonely altars as a liquid poured in
honour of a deity. (Liu Bannong 1917b: [9])
t 「3 门s l 3 tio 门

(嗟爾群卉，）
爾如明星。（
星明於夜，）
爾耀於晝。晨光甫動，爾即
啟 目 ，閃耀( 向 人 。）
有如大地之上，亦有銀河。（
河具五色，）
燦若
長 虹 。又或朝露凝珠，（
集於爾身。）（
爾所在處，）
遂如神壇。（
神
壇) 幽 靜 ，露珠圓潔。如酹以祀天神，（
天神來格。）

The substitution of “libation” in the last line with “a liquid poured
in honour of a deity" conjures up the image—quite familiar to
sinologists!—of the zealous student slaving over dictionaries to
make sense of a difficult text in a strange language. The rigor
and tenacity documented in these articles are indicative of a shift
toward more linguistic precision in his method of translation. This
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view is further supported by a look at some of the footnotes Liu
added to his translations, many of which discuss issues of
grammatical structure, as in the following example, from
Edmund Waller’s (1606-1687) “On the Rose”
：
original
Go lovely rose,

Tell her that wastes her time and me,
That now she knows,
when I resemble her to thee,
How sweet and fair she seems to be.
footnote
In the second line, the phrase tlthat . . . me" is an adjective
c/awse. The word “that” should be read as “who” [...] In the third
line, “that . . . knows” = “In order that she may know” and must
be read in relation to the line “how sweet

我之文學改良觀

As mentioned above, despite his increased attention to linguistic
exactness, Liu seemed in itia lly unprepared to accept a
conceptual change concerning the distinction between poetry
and prose, leaving him with no alternative but to present his
translations in bound form. This became apparent in his famous
essay “Wo zhi wenxue gailiang guan” [My views on literary
reform], published in New Youth in May 1917,14only four months
after Hu S hi’s call for litera ry reform and Chen D uxiu’s
consequent calls for a Literary Revolution.
Views on Literary Reform
Liu Bannong's long article presenting his views on literary
13 Ibid.: [3]. I realise that Liu might have been using some
English-language textbook that actually explained the phrases like this.
However, I do not think this would invalidate the argument in favor of
Liu's shifting attitudes toward translation.
14 Reprinted in Bao Jing (1985: 111-25). Page numbers below
refer to the reprint.
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reform starts with an attempt to provide a definition of literature"
(wenxue). Typically, Liu claimed that the problem can only be
solved by reverting to a Western language. Starting out from the
distinction between normal writing and literary writing, he then
copies (in English) the following definition:

文學

[Literature is] the class of writings distinguished for beauty of
style, as poetry, history, fictions, or belles-lettres. (113)

Through an elaborate process of elimination, he ends up
asserting that the only genres “with an eternal status and value
in literature are poetry and drama (shige xiqu) and fiction and
essay (xiaoshuo zaweny (115). From this, he finally arrives at a
formal subdivision of the concept of “literature” into “prose”
(sanwen) and "poetry" (yunwen). The term yunwen [rhymed
writing] already indicates the nature of the distinction. "Poetry" in
Liu's definition includes only rhymed literary genres. However, as
he proceeds to provide his concrete proposals for reform, a
subtle shift appears. Apart from a plea for raising the status of
the various local opera forms, Liu puts forward two fairly
concrete proposals. First, to "eliminate the old rhymes and
create new rhymes” and second, to “increase the number of
poetic forms" (119).
When discussing the first point, Liu identifies himself
directly with the movement for literature in baihua. He mentions
“the vernacular new literature that we are proposing” and points
out that writing in the vernacular has consequences for the
concept of rhyme, since many sounds grouped together in the
traditional rhyme tables simply do not rhyme, no matter in which
dialect you pronounce them. Liu suggests three ways of tackling
this problem:
(1)

(2)

Writers all rhyme in their own dialect and indicate below
their work which dialect it is. This is really an unsuitable
method. But present-day dialects do offer some
support, so at least this is better than the old rhymes,
which offer none.
Take the Beijing pronunciation as the standard and ask
experts of the Beijing sounds to produce new rhyme
tables, so that those who do not know the Beijing
sounds have something to rely on. This is slightly better
than the previous method, but still not ideal.

詩歌戲曲
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(3)

Hope that the gentlemen of the ^national language
research committee” will produce a standard rhyme
table on the basis of their investigations and spread it
throughout the country. The is the best and the most
beautiful (120-21).

S im ilar to the aims of the ^national language research
com m ittee” （ and later the “ national language unification
preparatory committee/' of which Liu became a member in
1919), which intended to establish a new standard for the
Chinese language independent of any existing dialect, Liu’s aim
for Chinese poetry appears to be the introduction of a new
standard rhyme table, which, like the old one, would eventually
bear no relationship to any form of the spoken language.15
It is all the more surprising in this context that in his
proposals for increasing the number of poetic forms, Liu seems
to distance himself somewhat from the idea that all poetry must
rhyme. The following passage is worth quoting in full:
It is said that the stricter the rules for poetry are, the fewer the
forms of poetry will be, and the more seriously the spirit of poetry
will be restricted, leaving no hope for the development of
poetics. Let us compare Britain and France. In Britain there are
many poetic forms, including prose poetry (sanwen shi), which
has no restrictions of meter or rhyme. As a result, poets come
forth in large numbers. There are even many long descriptive or

她
伊

15
It is worth noting that the early proponents of writing in "the
vernacular” were not all that interested in creating a direct link between
spoken and written language. A few years later, for example, Liu
Bannong would suggest introducing a separate character for the word
ta when referring to a female person, i.e. the character now commonly
used for “she.” He argued that using this “female ta” was better than
using yi (which was used in baihua writing before that), since yi was
only used in spoken language in certain dialects. However, he added
that the new ta had better be pronounced as tuo, to ensure distinction
from the male variety (cf. Bao Jing 1985: 194). It seems that for many
who were involved in the baihua movement, what counted was the
establishment of new standards for the written language, based only to
a limited extent on the spoken language.
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extolling poems, with sections of more than 100,000 words,
which are published as separate volumes. French poetry,
however, has extremely strict rules. No matter which collection of
poetry you look at, there is absolutely no one who dares to
change the set metre, or write a rhymeless poem (wuyun shi).
For this reason, the achievements of poets in the history of
French literature cannot compare with those of the British. (121)

無韻詩

It is unclear if Liu Bannong's usage of the term sanwen shi here
really refers to the prose poem, since he seems to have
extremely long works in mind and, moreover, the prose poem
was never a popular genre in British literature. It is therefore
more likely that Liu was referring to “poetic prose.” As John
Simon points out in his study of the prose poem in nineteenthcentury European literature:
Indeed, the number of English masters of poetic prose is legion:
Milton, Traherne and Taylor, Swift, Gibbon, and Burke, Carlyle,
Newman, and a host of others. But you can count on the fingers
of one hand the prose poets, and if you wanted to count the
writers of great prose poems, you might almost as well keep that
hand in your pocket. (Simon 1987: 622-23)

Equally surprising are Liu's remarks about French poetry, which
seem to refer to a situation from at least half a century earlier.
Finally, his support of the rhymeless poem, which he was to put
into practice a year later (see below), seems to be in
contradiction with his definition of poetry and his suggestions
with regard to rhyme. During his final months in Shanghai, Liu
Bannong seemed to conceive of the proposals for a new
litera ture as ways of m odifying and correcting the old
conventions, while simultaneously adding new ones.16 Although
some of these new conventions, like the rhymeless poetry form,
16
This can be further substantiated by referring to Liu's essay
“Shi yu xiaoshuo jingshen shang zhi gexin” （ Reform of the Spirit of
詩與小說精神上
Poetry and Fiction), published two months later, in which he argued
之革新
that the poetry reform he advocated was in fact a restoration of the
“true” poetry embodied by the Soo/c of Oates and the works of Tao
陶淵明
Yuanming and Bai Juyi (Liu 1917c: [1-3]).
白居易
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conflicted with his own definition of poetry, he did not appear to
see this as a major problem, nor did he perceive the need for a
more radical stance against tradition. This would change when
he arrived in Beijing in late 1917.
Renouncing the Past

號
紹興會館魯迅
張勛

王敬軒

Upon his arrival in Beijing, Liu Bannong first of all changed
his style quite literally, as he assumed a new courtesy name or
"style" {hao), which still sounded the same (Bannong), but was
written with a different character for nong. Liu became a regular
visitor at the Shaoxing huiguan, where Lu Xun and Zhou Zuoren
had their lodgings at the time. It is well-known that in late 1917,
in the wake of the Zhang Xun insurrection, the meetings at the
Shaoxing huiguan, which also included Liu’s later bosom-friend
Qian Xuantong, led to a considerable radicalization of the
content of New Youth. The Zhou brothers and their circle had
grown convinced that only an all-out attack on persisting old
customs could free people's minds from the longing to return to
the imperial past. As a result, the 1918 issues of New Youth
(vols. 4 and 5) are probably the most lively and controversial of
all. In March, Liu Bannong published his famous reply to the
letter by "Wang Jingxuan," an apologist for tradition, who had
purportedly attacked the New Youth writers. As later became
known, “Wang Jingxuan” did not exist and the'entire exchange
was a hoax, thought up by Liu and Qian Xuantong, whose
correspondence of this period confirms their willingness to resort
to destructive methods and to cursing and scolding to achieve
their aims.17
However, as Liu was cursing the past and its (real or
fictitious) representatives and urged them to mend their ways,
others were scolding him for sim ilar reasons. As Lu Xun
recollected in his obituary for Liu Bannong, published in 1934,18
scholars in Beijing originally considered Liu a shallow person
and frowned upon some of the “decadent” habits that he had
“brought with him from Shanghai.” As Lu Xun put it: “We had to
17 Cf. Liu's letter to Qian Xuantong mentioned above.
18 Reprinted in Bao Jing (1985: 340-43). The piece can also be
found in Lu Xun (1981: 6.71-75).
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do a lot of cursing to rid him of those things.” That this
recollection is reliable is demonstrated by a little page filler Liu
published in New Youth in 1918, in which he mentioned that one
of his poems had been criticized by Lu Xun as ^old-fashioned
and sentimental” and that Lu Xun had called him “superficial”
(Liu Bannong 1918a).
Perhaps as a result of such harsh attacks on his person
and on his Shanghai background, Liu continued during this
period to renounce not only the past in general, but also his own
past. When, in July 1918, he finally published his first essay in
baihua for New Youth (Liu Bannong 1918c), it voiced
disappointment with the decay into moral depravity of the
Shanghai fiction scene. On a later occasion, in a reply to a letter
from one of the readers of New Youth, he repeated that
complaint, making an explicit connection between his Shanghai
background and his translation work:
Naturally it is a shortcoming that New Youth publishes relatively
little creative writing. However, the problem is not the quantity,
but the quality of creative writing. To my mind, it is better not to
have so much than it is to have much that is bad. Let’s take a
step back and offer a comparison: three or four years ago, all
kinds of fiction journals from Shanghai were extremely popular.
Their content was generally half creation and half translation.
Although most of the translations were famous works by
Haggard and Conan Doyle, they were still more or less
presentable. The creative half, however, started out as
sentimental and romantic nonsense and ended up as scandal
writing [heimu]. Therefore if there is little creative writing in New
Youth, it is not because we are lazy, but because we are
cautious. (Liu Bannong 1918e: 635)

Despite their caution, most members of the New Youth group
started publishing their own creative works in this year. Liu, too,
began to publish his own poetry.
Liu Bannong’s Poetry
Lu Xun's obituary for Liu Bannong, mentioned above,
displays a mixture of criticism and affection. Though he calls Liu
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“shallow，” Lu Xun adds， speaking metaphorically， that he prefers
shallow waters that are clear over deep waters that are muddy.
He praises Liu’s contributions to the New Culture Movement
during the New Youth days, saying that he could always be
counted on to join in the fighting against the various “enemies，”
and that, unlike Chen Duxiu and Hu Shi, he never had any
hidden agendas. Lu Xun emphasizes that, even though he and
Liu lost contact in later years, he felt close to Liu in the old days,
and that with his obituary he wishes to preserve the memory of
Liu's ltpast glory" {xianqian de guangrong) (Lu Xun 1981: 6.73).
Although Lu Xun does not comment on Liu's achievements
in the field of poetry, it would seem that one could make use of
his statements to assess the quality of Liu’s early original
poems. For the developm ent of New Poetry，Liu’s main
achievement probably lies in the areas which he himself
indicated as his primary concerns: the creation of new rhymes
and new forms. The following poem, which was among the first
New Poems ever to be published (it appeared in New Youth in
January 1918) and has since become an anthology piece, may
serve as an example:
Separated by a Piece of Paper
Inside the house is full of heat from the fire,
The old master orders to open the window and buy some fruit,
Saying: ,llt is not cold and the fire is too hot,
Don’t let it scorch me.”
Outside the house lies a beggar,
Clenching his teeth and shouting to the North wind: “I’m dying!”
Alas the inside and the outside
Are separated only by a thin piece of paper!
(Zhou Liangpei 1993: 1.101)

Apart from the humanist overtones, which are characteristic of
virtually all of Liu Bannong's poetry, the poem features a number
of formal markers of the kind of modernity that the advocates of
New Poetry sought to accomplish: lines of unequal length, endrhymes based on modern pronunciation, incorporation of spoken
language, and the typographical separation of the poetic lines
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(one line per printed line, leaving big white margins on either
side). As I have discussed elsewhere, Liu was also one of the
first to experiment with so-called <(rhymeless poetry" {wuyun
s/7 /) .19 He also published poems based on folk songs, written in a
language approximating his local dialect (the collection The
Earthen Pot).
During his studies in England and France in the early
1920s, Liu wrote a large number of prose poems. These poems
are remarkable because they demonstrate that, unlike some of
his contemporaries,20 Liu had grasped the differences between
rhymeless poetry and prose poetry. The following poem, written
in France in 1923, is a good example:
ON THE MARKET IN PARIS
On the market in Paris, a living rabbit is kept in a cage, above
it is a row of dead rabbits, hanging upside down from metal
hooks.
A dead rabbit hanging upside down from a metal hook, its
skin only just stripped off; its breathing has already stopped, the
meat on its back is still quivering ever so slightly, but that is its
final pain.
A living rabbit kept in a cage, beautiful black and white fur,
golden-red eyes, when you see it bend its head to eat grass, or
turn its head to glance at the passers-by, it is nothing but a weak
and submissive creature. Does it know pain? Ah! How are we,
how are we to know! (Liu Bannong 1993)

Although this is certainly not the greatest prose poem ever
written (the last sentence spoils a lot), I believe it lives up to the
norms of the genre in terms of its brevity, its typographical
presentation (resembling that of a piece of prose and thereby
19 His first rhymeless poem, entitled lIMai luobo ren" [The radish
seller], was published in New Youth in May 1918. For a partial
translation and discussion of that poem, see Hockx (1994: 32).
20 During the extended debate over prose poetry between
conservatives and reformers in 1921-22, most of the reformers seem to
have used the terms wuyun shi and sanwen shi interchangeably. See
Hockx (1994: 66-68).
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distinguishing it from "rhymeless poetry"), the poetic quality of its
language and imagery and (at least until the last line) the
suspension of what John Simon calls ,lthe raisonne element that
characterizes most prose and much poetry" (Simon 1987: 4).
The weakness of much of Liu Bannong’s poetry lies
indeed in his inability to suspend the element of reason
indefinitely. Ironically, this shortcoming was hinted at by Zhou
Zuoren in his well-known preface to Liu Bannong's collection
Flourishing the Whip. There is a famous passage in this
introduction, often seen as Zhou’s most concise statement of his
poetic principles, where Zhou admits his preference for
symbolism (which he relates to the traditional Chinese poetic
technique of xing) and his dislike of ^reasoning" {shuo li) in
poetry. As the critic Zhou Liangpei points out, although this
passage makes no direct reference to any of Liu’s poems, it can
certainly be read as a mild form of criticism on his predilection
for clear humanistic messages (Zhou 1993.1: 99).
Despite these shortcomings, Liu Bannong's contribution to
the development of New Poetry is obviously an important one.
His experiments with various forms and various registers of the
baihua language helped pave the way for later, more successful
poetic creations. Moreover, when it came to grasping the
essence of the prose poetry form, he was clearly ahead of his
contemporaries. Although this particular contribution to the prose
poetry genre has been overshadowed by the fact that his prose
poems written in the early 1920s were not published until 1926,
his name and his work deserve a place in the history of the
genre.
From a broader perspective, while acknowledging his
relatively minor, yet not unimportant position in the canon of New
Poetry, we should not forget that Liu's experiments during the
New Youth days originally seemed to lead him in a different
direction than the one in which New Poetry eventually
developed. His attempts, seen most clearly in his poetry
translation practice, to preserve more of the Chinese poetic
tradition than most of his fellow reformers were willing to
preserve, offered some im portant and possibly viable
alternatives for New Poetry. It is these alternatives that Liu was
unable to develop, not because of any shortcomings of his own,
but because of peer pressure from people like Lu Xun and Zhou
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Zuoren and others who associated them with “superficial”
Shanghai styles. In other words, Liu felt himself forced to
operate within certain stylistic boundaries, some of which may
not have suited his disposition, and it is only within those
boundaries that his work came to display the weaknesses
outlined above. Below, I shall return to Liu Bannong’s early
translations in order to show how exactly certain alternative
avenues of development for him, and for New Poetry, were
blocked off.
Conversion
In what is arguably the most famous issue of New Youth,
namely the issue of May 1918, in which Lu Xun published
“Kuangren riji” [A madman’s diary]， Liu Bannong published not
only his first rhymeless poem (see above), but also a translation
of a text identified as “prose poetry” （samven s/?/)， which he had
found in an old issue of Vanity Fair, where it had been
introduced as follows:
The following exquisite prose poem by the celebrated Rajut
singer, Sri Paramahansa Tat, who is now in New York, was
inspired by the charming and distinguised lady who crowns the
existence of the great Buddhist scholar and art critic, Dr. Ananda
K. Coomaraswamy, and who is at present singing in New York,
while her husband is lecturing on Indian art and other matters.
He is a member of the old warrior or Kshatriya caste, a Tamil of
high rank and dignity, and a cousin of the Solicitor-General of
Ceylon, the Honorable P. Ramanathan. His lady, Ratan Devi,
has created a vogue for Indian songs, which she executes with
utter naturalness and a most convincing charm. Bernard Shaw,
W.B. Yeats and Sir Rabinranath [sic] Tagore have acclaimed her
as the Isis revealer of the soul of India. If India be the tongue of
Asia, surely Ratan Devi is the tongue of India. Her success in
New York has been serpent-swift. (“Ratan Devi: Indian Singer”
[1916])

One can imagine that the high praise by the likes of Shaw, Yeats
and Tagore sparked Liu Bannong's interest in this text, even
though they had not praised the prose poem itself, but the singer
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who had inspired it. This fact was, probably unintentionally,
obscured by Liu Bannong in his translation of the introduction,
which states that Ratan Devi had actually sung the poem. The
same misunderstanding is apparent in the title of Liu’s piece,
which is made up of the first line of the poem (Wo xing xue
zhong [I walked in the snow]) and the subtitle Yindu gezhe
Ratan Devi suo changge [Sung by the Indian singer Ratan Devi].

〔
印茂歌者BATa n DEW所唱歌•
〕
—

劉 半 農 譯.

驛 者 導 言 ~~兩 年 前 ，
余得此'稿於美國“ VAN ITY F A IK ”月刊；
嘗以詩賦锹詞各體試譯，
均苦篇格臍所限，不运i 事 ..今略師前人譯經筆法
寫成之，
取其曲折微妙處，易於直
達.然亦未能盡愜於懷；®中 頗 欲
自造一完全直譯之文體，
以其事甚
難，
容緩緩“嘗試”
之.
此詩篇名，原文不詳.今以首

句爲題，
意非凝古，
亦不得已也•
余苦不解梵文;故於篱中専名，
|存 疑 似 及 不 可 努 者 ，
據實附書於後，
以俟將雜定•

，夕

魏
二
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記
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言
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精

,,,乂 ，密之散文詩一章，
爲有名之 BAJOT
j 歌者 S E I PAUAMAHANSA 所作，
其
人今在 N EW YO R K . 此詩自得秀麗

靜:礙 f

出衆之RATAN D E V I 夫入爲之歌
唱,乃能淼動一時•夫八之夫, 卽佛敎
大學者兼美術評論家之 ANAN^ "
K . GOOMASWAMY 博士■夫人今在
N EW Y O B S 唱歌，
其夫則演講印度

美術及他種學識.
BJEEKAED BHAV/. W .B. Y EA TS, SIB R A B IN D R A N A TH TAGO
R E 均視夫人爲表示印度之魂之 ISIS (埃及女神名，
司結菓及興旺者〉•使

印度而爲亞洲之 苕 , 8 ? ^ 胃 D E^ 必 爲 g M 之舌!

*

*

The Translation's introduction that Liu wrote for "I Walked in the Snow."

〈我行雪中〉譯者導言。

来
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However,
much
more
relevant than
these
misunderstandings is the introduction that Liu Bannong himself
added, and which comments on his new method of translation.
Liu wrote:
Two years ago, I found this text in the American monthly Vanity
Fair. \ have tried to translate it in all orders of poetry (sh/ fu ge
ci)f but in each case I struggled with the restrictions of form and
style (gediao) and was unable to finish it. Now I have completed
it by imitating somewhat the style of our forefathers who
translated the sutras, borrowing their tortuosity (quzhe) and
subtlety (weimiao), making it easy to be direct. I am still not
satisfied, however. I very much aspire to create a completely
literal translation style (quart zhiyi zhi wenti), but since this is
extremely difficult, please permit me to ltexperimentM(changshi)
with it for a while. (Liu Bannong 1918b: 433)

This passage aptly summarises the difficulties experienced by
Liu Bannong in his translation work. During the previous years,
Liu had been searching for a writing style that would be suitable
for translating this particular prose poem. The problem was that
none of the styles of poetry writing familiar to him allowed him
enough freedom from formal restrictions to be able to translate
the poem more or less literally. His usage of the concept of wenti
(^style"), which combines notions of both form and language,
made it difficult for him to conceive of those two notions
independently. Therefore, as long as he was translating poetry
into some form of wenyan, it had to end up in bound form, or if it
did not, as in the case of his first batch of Turgenev translations,
it had to be ranked under a different category niction" instead of
“poetry”).
At his wits' end, Liu took to the model of the sutra
translations, probably because of the fact that this particular
poem happened to be a work of Indian literature. It is easy to
understand, however, why the result did not please him. Due to
the restrictions of this particular wenti, most of the sentences of
his translation came to consist of four characters, forcing him to
“cut up” the much longer sentences of the original. Moreover，
like the sutra translators, he chose to transliterate certain terms
with existing Chinese characters, making it difficult for Chinese

詩賦歌詞
格調
曲折
微妙
全直譯之文體
嘗試

文體
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readers to understand the text without the help of footnotes,
which he duly added. Citing one paragraph in original and
translation should be sufficient to illustrate Liu Bannong’s
dissatisfaction:
original
Under the ray of the champak flower that was her face the Indian
jungle dawned about me. Great banyans writhed like serpents in
mysterious shrines. Suddenly the fierce and subtle scent of
nargis smote me, and I knew that she was singing.
translation
乞百 克 花 ，即是此面，其 光 芒 下 ，乃有印度森林，現我四周。有
大 榕 樹 ，懸空 舞 轉 ，如在秘密神座，作火花戲。忽有那及塞香，
濃烈輕巧，撲擊我身；我乃覺知，彼方歌唱。

It is difficult to predict where Liu's experiments would have led
him after this， had he not chosen an “easy way o u t. The
solution to his problems had been suggested already three
months earlier by Zhou Zuoren, who was his friend and
colleague, as well as the most influential literary theoretician of
the New Youth group.
The New Style

古詩今譯

In the February 1918 issue of New Youth, Zhou Zuoren
published a translation of one of Theokritos's Idylls, under the
title l(Gu shi jin y\n [A modern translation of an old poem]. In his
introduction to the translation, he made the following statements:
(1)

口語

Theokritos's pastoral poems (Eidyllion Bukolikon) are
ancient Greek poems from two thousand years ago.
Nevertheless I have translated them into the vernacular
(kouyu). This is because I think they are good [poems]
and I believe that they can only be translated by using
the vernacular.
[ . . . ] The best translation is no translation. If you
want to translate, there are always two shortcomings,
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but I believe that these are actually the essence of
translation. Firstly, it will not be as good as the original,
because it has already been translated into Chinese. If
you wanted it to be as good as the original, you would
have to ask Theokritos to learn Chinese and do it
himself. Secondly, it doesn’t look like Chinese—like a
well-sounding, readable text—because it is originally a
foreign work. If it were similar to Chinese, it would be a
muddled text that I randomly altered at will. It would not
be a real translation.
When you write poetry in the vernacular, you cannot
use lines of five or seven syllables, and you need not
use rhyme. All you need to do is to make your
sentences accord with the length of breath. I have
translated this poem using this method, in order to give
it a try. This is my so-called “free verse.” （Zhou Zuoren
1918: 124)

Zhou Zuoren's suggestions seem sensible enough, but when
interpreted against the background of all that has been said
above, it becomes clear that these statements by Zhou are more
than just practical advice for translators. In fact, what Zhou is
doing here is to lay the foundation for a new wenti, specifically to
be used for poetry translation, with the following characteristics:
vernacular language, foreign-looking, free form, optional rhyme.
Alternatives which would break up the specific configuration of
form/language elements of this particular wenti are ignored or
simply not observed. First, the possibility that the same result
could be achieved in other registers than the actual spoken
vernacular is denied as a matter of “belief.” It is said that when
one writes in the vernacular, one cannot (rather than l<need n o f)
write five-syllable or seven-syllable lines. It is taken for granted
that the distance between Chinese and foreign languages is so
great that translations must sound awkward or un-Chinese. If a
text reads well in translation, it must be "muddled" and "randomly
altered."21 The aggression inherent in the wording of the latter
21
Note that similar assumptions are not made for translations
between foreign languages. Thus, the practice of translating, for
instance, Russian texts through English translations remained perfectly
acceptable.
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statement leads one to suspect that Zhou was not just repeating
the old truism that “beautiful translations are not faithful,” but
rather openly indicting a rivaling wenti, namely the ^semantic
translation" (yiyi) practised in the Shanghai fiction journals.
Naturally, Zhou^ statements about translated poetry are quite
commensurate with Hu Shi's prescriptions for original poetry,
voiced around the same time. This must also be the reason why
Zhou makes the point that this is his free verse.22 It is tempting to
consider the possibility that all elements of the form/language
configuration described by Zhou Zuoren, including the "unChinese" look and sound of the poems, were equally applicable
to the original poetry produced by the New Youth group.
C ertainly, this would open up a whole range of larger
speculations about modem Chinese poetics that fall outside the
scope of the present article.23
Returning to Liu Bannong， it is likely that Zhou Zuoren’s
statements made him aware of a more fundamental change of
style he needed to undertake. After all, all his previous poetry
translations now seemed to fall within the realm of what Zhou
called “muddled texts” and “not real translaWons■” Perhaps his
translation of the Vanity Fair text was a last-ditch attempt to
prove that there could be a “completely literal translation style”
based on some sort of wenyan. However, Liu did not continue
his experiments as promised. Instead, he switched to translating
and writing poetry in rhymeless vernacular. The change of style
was complete, and Liu Bannong returned to Turgenev.
In the September 1918 issue of New Youth, Liu published
baihua translations of a number of poems, including two texts by
Turgenev, “The Dog” and “The Reporter” （Liu Bannong 1918d:
234-35)， which he now duly identified as “prose poetry” （sanwen
shi). The translations are as good as literal, hardly any changes

小河

朦朧詩翻譯文體
北島

22 On a similar note, Zhou would later relate his famous original
poem “Xiao he” [Rivulet] to his readings in and translations of prose
poetry by Baudelaire. Cf. Hockx (1994: 34 passim).
23 For instance, one might refer to the origins of 1980s “obscure
poetry” （
meng/ong s/?/) in what was called the “translation style” （
feny/
wenti) of the 1950s. As is pointed out in Van Crevel (1994: 36), the
poet Bei Dao described this style as ^neither Chinese as known so far,
nor a foreign language, but something in between/'
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or additions were made and no linguistic errors occur. The
translations are printed on the page from left to right, making
them stand out clearly from the rest of the journal content.
Though this method of presentation can be seen more often in
New Youth in cases were the translation is printed alongside the
original, these translations do not follow that pattern, as the
English “original” is not given. Unfortunately, no explanatory
notes were added that could make us understand the reason for
this way of presentation. With the perfection of his literal
translation skills, Liu obviously saw no further need to annotate
his translations.
Conclusion
Both John Simon, whose work on the European prose
poem has been referred to above, and Donald Keene, in his
introduction to The Modern Japanese Prose Poem (Keene
1980), emphasize that the translation of foreign poetry
constituted an important precursor to the development of prose
poetry, since both in France and in Japan it was customary to
make poetry translations in prose. As we have seen, the
Chinese case was different. Not only was foreign poetry in
bound form often translated (if necessary through paraphrase) in
traditional Chinese bound forms, foreign prose poetry was
originally not recognized as poetry at all, and translated as if it
were fiction. It was not until the advent of the New Culture
movement that traditional distinctions between “prose” and
“poetry” began to be questioned, by theorists like Hu Shi and
Zhou Zuoren， who established a new poetic “style” based on a
specific configuration of formal and linguistic elements, which
included a preference for free verse, rhymeless poetry and
prose poetry, both in creation and in translation. There is no
evidence to suggest that translation preceded creation in this
case, except of course for the translation processes taking place
in these writers’ minds as they were reading foreign free verse
and prose poetry in the original.
The new style suggested by Hu and Zhou was created, at
least to some extent, to challenge the existing styles of the
Shanghai scene. For someone like Liu Bannong, this meant that
adopting this style was not entirely a matter of free choice, but
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part of an overall attempt to get rid of his “Shanghai style，’’ be it
life style or writing style, in response to peer pressure from his
friends and colleagues in Beijing. Liu’s style changes not only
involved serious study, but also the explicit renunciation of his
own background, as well as of some original ideas that could be
related to that background, such as his original preference for
poetry translation in wenyan and in bound form. Some of the
alternative translation styles that Liu experimented with during
his period of self-cleansing might have resulted in interesting
compromises between “faithfulness” and “beauty,” had it been
practicable for him to continue with his experiments. On the
other hand, his study and acceptance of the New Culture style
does seem to have provided him, at least from a Western
perspective, with a deeper understanding of the prose poetry
form.
Liu Bannong’s own (prose) poems have never really
satisfied critics. However, since most critical statements base
themselves on the same aesthetic standards that forced Liu
Bannong to relinquish his inclination towards viable alternative
styles, the value of these statements is and will always be
com prom ised. There is great historical significance in
understanding Liu Bannong’s conversion to the New Culture
style, because it shows us that the New Culture Movement did
much more than “liberate” Chinese poetry from the norms of
tradition: it replaced these norms with new, sometimes equally
rigid or arbitrary boundaries that continue to dominate the way in
which modem Chinese poetry is written and appreciated.
During the late 1910s, intellectuals in Beijing acquired the
monopoly on the correct interpretation and understanding of
modem Western high culture, which they “translated” into a set
of styles that came pretty close to the original thing, but
nonetheless appeared awkward and un-Chinese. Although
these styles obtained swift popularity throughout China,
including Shanghai, during the 1920s， they always remained
vulnerable to a nationalist or conservative reaction. In poetry, the
predilection of the New Youth poets for free verse and prose
poetry was repeatedly countered with a call for a return to
“national forms” and even nowadays, the extent to which New
Poetry allowed itself to be severed from tradition and influenced
by the West is lamented by many. I have no intention to join in
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this lament, but I hope that, with this article, I have shed some
light on both the difficulties involved in writing New Poetry,
especially prose poetry, as well as on the reasons why the
cultural status of Chinese New Poetry continues to be
problematic.
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